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THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ZONES,  AREAS AND NUCLEI IN DEVELOPMENT POLICIES AND 

PROGRAMMES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PROMOTION OF 

SMALL-SCALE INI       1IES:     THE EXPERIENCE OF ITALY 

I.    INDUSTRIAL ZONES AND GENERAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

IN THE MEZZOGIORNO 

A comp-ehensive policy for the establishment of industrial zones ¿^in 

Italy is of recent origin.    Up to a few years ago,  the establishment of 

industrial zones was not so much the outcome of general development program- 

mes but rather the result of local initiatives and efforts.   The circumstances 

giving rise to industrial zones were very varied.    They included action by 

groups of private industrialists interested in the development of certain 

localities, the need to prevent local economic crises due to the decrease 

in certain resources and in traditional productive activities, the influence 
of local political leaders, and other considerations. 

1/   The term   industrial zone" is used in Italy to designate a tract of 
Und improved for industrial use.    The 1957 Lav contemplates the 
possibility of providing industrial buildings to be sold or rented 
to the industrialists - which, in the terminology used by the 
United Nations, would make the zone an "industrial estate" - but, 
as will be seen later, no such facilities have yet been provided in 
any zone. ^It will also be seen that "areas of industrial develop- 
ment   and   industrial nuclei" which are, respectively, large and 
small territories where industrialization is to be promoted, nave 
recently been established.    Since no industrial estates providing 
factories and services exist in Italy, the present report refers 
to tones, areas and nuclei as defined and described in the text. 
/Editor's notej 

Alz paper has bees prepared by Mr. Claudio Alnaïg.ue, Economic Adviser, 
Istituto per l'Assistenza aio Sviluppo del Mezzogiorno, Rome, Italy. 

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the united Mations Secretariat.   The paper 
cannot be reproduced without permission from the United Nations Secretariat. 



It was in I95O that the State adopted a comprehensive policy for the 

depressed region of the Mezzogiorno (Southern Italy) and, as an organism 

for carrying  out that policy,  set up the "Cassa per il Mezzogiorno".- 

It was only seven years later,  in 1957,  with the Law No. 6jh of 29 July, 

that encouragement was given to the establishment of industrial zones 

as part of this policy.   The law stated that "in order to favour new indus- 

trial initiatives to be concentrated in a given zone, the Communes, Provinces, 

Chambers of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture, and other interested bodies 

can form Consortia with the object of carrying out, developing and managing, 

works for equipping the zone,  such as road and rail connexions, water and 

energy supply for industrial use,  light and sewage.   The Consortium can 

undertake any initiative considered useful for the industrial development of 

the zone."    The law made special provisions for the expropriation of the land 

required, for carrying out the above-mentioned infra-structure works, for 

contributions which the Cassa was authorized to make for this purpose, and 

other relevant matters. 
The actual results of these measures will be examined later.   It is 

of interest to note here that, as from the promulgation of toe law, the 

industrial zones and the consortia which were set up tc administer then 

became a part of a co-ordinated policy for the development of the country. 

This came about at the same time as it was being realized that the probi« 

of the Mezzogiorno should not be considered as special to that part of Italy 

but, because of the dimensions of the territory and the population involved, 

as of interest to the life of the country as a whole. 

Amongst the numerous objectives that a policy for the establishment of 

industrial zones can have, those of the Italian policy, especially as regard» 

the development of the Mezzogiorno are the following: 

-'      Special ageacy created for financing and coordination of special allo- 
cations for the development of southern Italy.    Founded by Law No.646 
of 10 August 1950, its duration was extendeu, by a special law Mo. Î1T 
of 26 June I965, to the end of I9ÖO. 
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(a) The concentration of expenses for infra-structure.    It is considered 

that,   in order to create a favourable environment for industrial initiatives 

to be undertaken in the Mezzogiorno by local operators,  by entrepreneurs 

from central and northern Italy or by foreigner«,   some basi,   infra-structures 

-  such as communications,  water,  ligni,power,   drainage - should be made availa- 

ble.    S^nce these could not be provided over the whole regxon of the Mezzogiorno, 

the creation of zones,  suitably equipped, would „nsure a concentration of 

mfra-structure investments at sona key points.    This would prevent a harmful 

dispersion of existing financial resources and would stimulate and facilitate 
nev productive initiatives. 

(b) In turn, the concentration of industrial initiatives would help the 

integration of various «nterprises, particularly between large basic industries 

and »mall-scale and aetiium-sixed inuustries dependent upon them.    Thus an 

impulsion would be given which woulu start a spontaneous process of industria- 

li zation, a development which would not have occur»*ed if the same initiatives 

had been spread sore or less haphazardly over such a large territory. 

(c) Finally, the particular tfpe of organisa called upon to manage the 

industrial sones of the Mezzogiorno - that is, the consortia which are auto- 

nomous public bodies working in liaison with local authorities such as 

communes and provinces    - would gradually stimulât« the local authorities 

to improve their organisation,  to operate m a responsible and co-ordinated 

manner, and above all to do things for themselves.   This would weaken that 

mentality of inaction, of waiting passively until the central authorities 

proff.r paternalistic bem-fitm, which is so coman In the local environment of 

almost all developing countries, not excluding the Italian Messogiorno, and is 
so harmful to economic and social progress. 

It is hardly necessary to mention that industrial noes are not the only 

incentiva for the establishment of industries in the Meisogiorno.   As will 

to- 6,,„ .a tu« n.xt swt.on, all k.nd* of financial,  i\.,*l,   customs and" 
other advantages are also made available. 



II .     INFRA "STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT VERSUS FINANCIAL AND FISCAL INCENTIVES 

The idea of setting up a network oí' industrial zones m tbe Mezzogiorno 

as an instrument of industrialization has not been looked upon favourably by 

all those interested in the problem in Italy. 

Many answers have been given to the basic question:   "What is the best 

policy to follow for helping and encouraging new industrial initiatives in 

the Mezzogiorno î"    As in other countries faced with the same problem, various 

tendencies have emerged.    The following are the two fundamenta^  conflicting 

opinions: 

1. A flow of industrial initiatives into any given geographical area 

is not haphazard.    It occurs when an area offers favourable environmental 

conditions and is provided with basic infra-structure.    This  ;.c evidenced by 

the pi  gress of development in northern Italy during the past century. 

Therefore,  to ensure a flow of industries into the Mezzogiorno,  it is advi- 

sable to concentrate the effort of development on the infra-structure; by 

creating the same favourable conditions which at first existed only in the 

North,  operators will be attracted to the southern region. 

2. In no case would the provision of infra-structure und the creation 

of favourable environment be sufficient to ensure a flow of industrial initia- 

tives into an under-developed area.    This is particularly true of Italy 

because of its geographic configuration and the resulting distance between 

the South and European centres.    It is, therefore, absolutely necessary to 

balance the negative factors - since it is difficult to modify them - by 

offering the potential operator a series of incentives in the form of loans, 

grants,  tax exemptions, and so on. 

There is an element of truth in both opinions.    Neither of the two 

theories has been completely accepted in the majority of countries.   But 

attempts have been made in most developing countries to create a minimi 

infra-structure basis acceptable to the operators and at the same time to 

guarantee a certain number of special advantages to encourage investments. 

For example tax concessions and freedom to export profits and take out capital 

exist almost everywhere.   But other types of help,  such as long-term leant at 

favourable intere-o rates, or grants, are available in a relatively small 
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- .en-year exertion fro* income tax and from other special taxes ' 
in connexion with the construction of the plant 

- Reduced rail freight charges for construction «ateríais, machinery, 
equipment, and plant necessary for **ttin* ,m ~ ^    ^ 

- Credit .tu,. ^ * productiv« undertakings. 
Cedit at low interest rate (down to 3 per cent a year) with a 

fifteen-year ter.,  covering 70 per cent of the total investment and 

including a percentage for the acquisition of initial inventories 
with special favourable conditions for emortisation (no repayât 

ZTl rs\*° yeÄrs'aû additi0M1 period of «*- >"« *^°* ih interest hut no principal is paid, and hewing of repayant 
of the principal only after the sixth year). 

- Free grants for construction of plant and purchase of machinery 

UP to a maximum of 25 per cent and 10 p6r cent, respectively.    ' 
- equity participation in industrial enterprises to provide the 

talance of the necessary capital, by 8pe,ial public credit institu- 
tions, which allow very wide flexibility in their operations. 

- The State guarantees to buy from the industries establish* in the 
Mewojio-ao 30 per cent of their total output. 



III.    "INDUSTRIAL AREAS" AND "INDUSTRIAL NUCLEI"  IN THE MEZZOGIORNO: 

ORIGIN AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

The 1957 Law, which introduced in Italy a mode- policy of industrial 

concentration, referred to industrial zones - in which industrial concentration 

would be encouraged - witaout developing this concept in detail. 

Further to the enactment of the Lav, the competent authorities,  in parti- 

cular the Italian Ministerial Committee for the Mezzogiorno, thought of sub- 

stituting for the traditional concept of the "industrial zone" the relatively 

newer and more comprehensive one of "industrial development area".   An "area- 

covers a large and homogeneous territory comprising several communes.    Its 

purpose is to promote and oring about a wider economic and environmental trans- 

formation and to constitute a centre of attraction for industrial development. 

Within such a wider area there would be special poles of concentration, that 

is,  special zones suitably equipped to attract new productive undertakings. 

To be officially recognized and to enjoy the special facilities provided 

for by the Law, the industrial development areas must fulfill a series of 

conditions and minimum requirements which should be certified by a special 

Commission.   The conditions are that there should be an effective trend towards 

industrialization m the locality, a population of not less than 200,000 in 

the whole area, complementarity between the economy of the principal commune 

and that of the surrounding localities, existence of infrastructure, and 

absence of negative factors such as liability to landslides, earthquakes, 

and 30 on. 
In i960, the Committee of Ministers for the Mezzogiorno ruled that in 

certain localities which did not meet the above conditions but where there 

were good prospects for industrial concentration, small "industrial nuclei" 

could be set up.   The nuclei are intended to promote industrial concentration 

on a smaller scale than the areas, by stimulating the establishment of a 

limited number of enterprises taking advantage of a narrower market, using 

local raw materials,  etc.    The basic difference between an "iuuuetrial area"  ind 

an "industrial nucleus" is one of size.   Only one zone with the necessary infra- 

structure is permittad in a nucleus while in an area the number of zones varies, 

in practice, from two to three. 
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In the attached map,  the location of the areas of industrial development 
and of the industrial nuclei is indicated as of the middle of 1966.    It is 

probable that considerable time will elapse before provision is made for 

other areas or nuclei,  since the number of those already sanctioned is in 

excess of the present possibilities.    There are now 39 sanctioned projects - 
12 areas and 27 nuclei. 

The total stxface of the areas is 14,485 square kilometres, and that of 

the nuclei, 1U,025.   Areas and nuclei cover 20.6 per cent of the total surface 
of the Mezzogiorno ahi eh amounts to 158,102 square kilometres. 

A tocal of thirty-one industrial zones are established in the thirty-nine 
areas and nuclei.    Their total surface is 266.8 square kilcraetres, of which 

I67.3, that is, 58.3 per cent, are still available for industrial occupants, 
the remaining II9.5 square kilometres, that is, kl.J per cent, being already 
either occupied by industrial enterprises or used for roads and general 
services. 

After a project to set up an «rea or a nucleus ha» been formulated, the 
local organs promoting it form a consortium whose statut« must be approved by 

a decree of the President of the Republic. The statute follows in general a 

standn-d pattern drawn tç by the central organs in order to define the scope 

of the project and to próvida guidance to the local authorises. When approved, 

the consortium is recognized as a public entity and can begin its activities 

after nomination of council members, executive committee, ¿»resident, and so on. 

The firet task of the consortium is to prepare a master plan for the 

area or the nucleus, devised so as to stimulate and co-ordinate integrated 
industrial development within the terrority concerned.   In particular, the 

plan indicates the most suitable location for the built-up area and the works 
which should be carried out to provide adequate infra-structure in the area 

or nucleus.   Thus,, the master plan provides a basis upon which the consortium 
will build its activity in the course of time.   Master plans become operative 

only after they have been duly approved by a decree of the President of the 
Committee of Ministers for the Mezzogiorno. 

The special facilities which the consortia setting up areas or nuclei 
enjoy may be summarised as follows 1 

(a)   The Cassa per il Mezzogiorno can assise the burden of tie 

expenses connected with the preparation of the master plans; 
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(b) The Cassa can give grants to the consortia for carrying out 

the  infra-structure works for which they are responsible up to 

an amount of 85 per cent of the cost; advances may also be 

given for the further 15 per cent not covered by the grant; 

(c) The Cassa can make advances to the consortia even for opera- 

tional costs of these infra-structure works; 

(d) In cases where the consortia are not in a position to carry 

out the works of infra-structure even with the facilities 

mentioned above,  the Cassa is authorized to provide these at 

its own expense.—' 

(e) The Cassa can make contributions to the consortia amounting 

to up to 50 per cent of the costs of construction of industrial 

buildings tc be handed over subsequently to operators inte- 

rested in establishing their enterprises in the areas and the 

nuclei. 
(f) The Cassa can give to the consortia funds to cover expenses 

for land expropriation made necessary by the fistablishment 

of industrial plant and the construction of industrial buildings. 

(g) The Cassa can be authorized to share in the expenses for the 

organization and activities of the consortia on the basis of 

budgets annually drawn up by the consortia. 

(h)    The consortia can take advantage of a special procedure for the 

expropriation of land and buildings, 

(i)    The consortia benefit from special tax facilities on all their 

operations. 

¿I    It is interesting to note that,  initially,  the contribution by the Cassa 
per il Mezzogiorno to the consortia was fixed at a maximum of 50 per cent 
for carrying out infra-structure work in industrialization areas and nuclei; 
then in I962 this contribution was raised to 85 per cent; the I965 law 
provided coverage for the balance of 15 per cent and authorized the Cassa 
to pay for all infra-structure work when the consortia aie not able to sup- 
port even a part of the cost.    These modifications were nade necessary when 
it was found that the consortia were confronted by almost insurmountable 
obstacles in raising funds additional to those provided by the Cassa.    The 
difficulties are due either to the chronic debit position of the local 
entities - ccmmunes and provinces - in the Mezzogiorno which precludes 
them frcm assuming further financial burdens,  or to the fact that the 
consortia have no fixed assets and are unable to provide real guarantees 
to the banks or special institutes against possible loans. 
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proceeded at a good rate. There are, however, also cases where no measure 

of agreement among the local interested bodies for the formation of a 

consortium could even be achieved. 

Why is this so and what conclusions can be drawn frcm this experience 

in regard not only to the development of the Mezzogiorno and of Italy but 

also to the development of developing countries in general t What mistakes 

bave been made and what modifications to the policy followed thus far in 

Italy seem to be called for ? 
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IV.    THE FIRST RESULTS OF TIL: EXPERIENCE IN THE MEZZOGIORNO 

While the  industrial zones in the Mezzogiorno arise  from the Barne law 

and have an almost  identical legal structure,  there are profound differences 

in their origin,   their functioning,  and their efficiency.    The projects may 

be divided into three main types according to their origin. 

1.   Projects  in which the development of the erea or the nucleus took 

place after one or more important productive enterprises were established or 

were in the proce&s of establishment in the territory,  sometimes as a result 

of the initiative of private industrial groups and at other times of that of 

It is generally considered that,  in puch cases,  it is the establishment 

of the large enterprises which led to a decisive "breakthrough" in an environ- 

ment of economic and social stagnation.    However,  the industrial »ones have 

also contributed to this breakthrough both by providing additional economic 

infra-structure  -  seme of which is necessary for the operation of the large 

enterprises - and by stimulating the development of certain forms of social 

infra-structure - tewn planning, communications with outside areas, technical 

schools, and so on. 

The small-scale and medium-sized industries established around to« 

major enterprises are supplying goods and services to the latter,  or trans- 

form some of their products. 

The industrial areas of Brinaisi, Taranto, Syracuse, and the industrial 

nucleus of Valle del Basento (Matera) are typical instances of such project*. 

The Brindisi area was set up after the establishment of the great private 

petrochemical plant of Monteshell (Montecatini and Shell); the Tavanto area 

was developed in connexion with Italy's fourth steel centre belonging to 

Italsidex  (one cf the members of the state-owned IRI group),  the Syracuse 

area was related to the chemical enterprises of SIMCA an- CELENE, both of 

which belong to the Edison group (private industry); the nucleus was tied 

in with the petroleum operations o* AG1P Mineraria and the petrochemical 

plant cf ANIC  (both belonging to the Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi, ENI, a 

State-owned group).    Many other examples could be given - for instance, 

the Reggio Calabria nucleus is linked to the CKECA plant for the manufacture 

of i.arts for railroad cars (mixed private and public funds) and the Vastes« 

nucleus to a glass  factory at Vasto. 
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2.    Projects in which the development of the area or the nucleus took 

place before the establishment of productive enterprises.    In such cases 

it was the project xtself which, through the availability of infrastructure 

and a favourable environment,  served to attract small-scale and medium-sized 

industries using,  in general, local agricultural, mineral and other natural 

resources and coming,   for the most part,  from outside the zone or even from 
abroad. 

Most of the Cuclei are in this category, from Potenza to Avellino,  from 
Sassari to Teramo and many other places. 

i.    Finally, there is a third category of projects in the Mezzogiorno 

whose establishment ha. been inspired more by town-planning and land settle- 

mnt considerations in connexion with decentralization policies than by 
industrial concentration programmes. 

Typical of these are the industrial area of Naples and that of Roma- 
Latina. 

Tnus, titer* is in the Mezzogiorno a confrontation between two basic 

opinion, regarding indu.trialization, which, on occasion, give rise to 

polemics and discussion, at high scientific and operative levels. 

One opinion i. that an initial "shock« fro« outside, which would break 

through environment« 1 conditions, is indispensable to set in motion economic 

development in general and industrialization in particular.    The shock »ay 

be provided by the establishment of a large industrial plant, and may be due 

to State initiative when private initiative is lacking or is insufficient. 

The other opinion i. that an inten.ive effort to promote new or already 

exi.ting «sail local initiatives is more suited to the conditions of a 

developing region.   Such an effort would tend to transform gradually an eco- 

nomy ba.ed on agriculture and handicraft, into an industrial economy and,  in 

particular, to stimulate the transformation of handicraft., first into smaU- 
scaXi industrie, and then into medium-sized ones.V 

y 
if BOrnJet*Íl8',See ünited **«<»• £»tabli.hment of Industrial Estate. 
ggniroverlîll^1^ Cfmt^> <8»W*o.: M.gÍ¿HS ^¿   ** 
iTZHtl ììt«ST"ÌT Cooc<raiD« Iaduatrial Estates», hy A. MoUnari, 
äJttSir ' atrial Estate, in Asia and thm k/maea.  (2£'*M 
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From an international viewpoint such a "confrontation" provide» a 

frame of reference for judging the directions which should be taken in the 

future either by the governments of individual developing countries or by 

international organizations providing technical assistance. 

The following considerations are based on the experience of the 

Mezzogiorno and the results achieved so far by the industrial zones esta- 

blished there. 

1. In any given zone or region, the transformation of the environment 

from a predominantly agricultural economy to an industrial one can be neither 

fast nor easy and cannot be achieved witout profound economic and social 

repercussions.   It certainly cannot be a matter of a few years but of m decade 

at least. 

2. With some exceptions, the injection into a stagnant environment *f a 

large industry, even if it is considered as a "motive" one, auch ai a steel 

plant - as is the case at Taranto - would not, in the absence of special pro* 

motion measures, be sufficient either over the short» or medium-term to «park a 

spontaneous movement towards further industrial concentration, nor would It 

lead by itself to the spontaneous establishment of a sitatale number of 

small-scale and medium-sized local industries around it.   The reasons for 

this are the following: 

(a) The local tendency will be, above all, to concentrate efforts 

on finding Jobs for the greatest possible number of blue« and 

white-collar workers by the big industry which offers the 

greatest security for stable employment. 

(b) The industrial complex - which almost always cernes from another 

region - will certainly at first try to get its supplies aad 

equipment frcm outside the zone, especially if it is associated 

with groups the head offices of which are elsewhere. 

(c) To some degree, the managers of the large establishment will 

certainly, at first, lack confidence in the local environment. 

This will be due in part to the fact that the local businessmen 

do not have the capacity for dealing with large industrial 

complexes in such matters as price stability, guárante« of 

quality, and delivery dates.   Because of this, it will not be 
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ea.y to set in .otion effective relations between the 

large organic too and the local environment, 

id)   An environmental breakthrough due to the establishment of 

• Urge industry will naae itself felt principally in the 

fi.ld. of commerce and consumption.   The level of consumption 

of local inhabitant, employed in the big plant will increase 

•.pecUUy in comparison with the lower and «ore intensity 

Thing, from agriculture which they enjoyed before.    Because 

of thi., thra will be a .trong da-and ffcr consumer goods, 
fai. in turn will be reflected in a rise in *,, ln Prlc^ which 
»ill not light« tH. difficult!,, for thoa« faailies which 

law. not found «mployiaent in the big induatry. 
(•)   0«. po.itiv. l04ir.ct ,tUctt trm ^ laduatrlÄl vi#wpolnt# 

du. to th. ..tablian-nt of . larga compi.*, „ill * ^ 

inora... in building activity owing to th. gratar d«and for 

bounta, «* «* •*•**•• ^rovot in tn. .tMtert of livinr. 
(f)   The ntta.pt. cf th. amU lBd«.tri.. to *ho<* into" th. larg. 

Mm**! for «»plying it with good, and ..me., and for 

trnnafowing it. product. wiU .oon b. .*hnu«t«d on account 

of tn. difficult!.. «nco«nt.r«d, ..p.claliy b.cauae of tn« 

l*ck of a valid .ntr.pr.n.urial «avironm.at.   iv.n wh.r. local 
eapital i. availably i. am*.t alwny. «.Piv.d ^ mgrUvlm 

tur. and r*i ,«ut. and i. g^raüy not availabl« for mv.t- 

Mnt in induntry in con.id.mtion of th« Bl«n«r ri.*, involved. 
(g)   1*. ..tablishment of iaàmtriml IOO„ of ^ McoBd typ9 m 

tant 1. tao», WHICH „* m ^^ for lUmctiaf MV 4^^,, 

fro. out.ide - ha. had .ff.ct. that w noticably diff.rant 

fro. on. CM. to mother.   »»„ i. même that wh.r. a .on« 

4. Mar an important urban c.ntrt where a nor« or less spon- 

t**aou. proe... of in4ti.triali.atioa i. unter way, .v.a taougb 

only on a small or Malia operational 1^.1, it. .«tabllrta«nt 

•*• .ti»«laWd other local Initiativ., or ha« attract* «w 

i**»tria. fro» the out.!.., .»p.ciaUy fro. tn. Morta of Italy. 
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In contrast,  where an industrial   .one is set up near a still 

depressed small urban centre,   the attractiveness for outsiders 

and thi undertaking of local initiatives are very  small or 

negligi tit-,   in spite of sometimes energetic efforts by the local 

authorities and organisms and especially attractive forms of 

assistance. 

In the latter case, an unfavourable geographic position, 

such as distance from the coast or,  more important still,  from 

airports,  plays a fundamentally negative role.    Usually, there 

is also a "preferential" element,  that is,  the existence at 

a short distance frcm such zones of other zones, more favourable 

and better situated, which have an important counter-attraction 

effect. 

(h)    The establishment of zones of the third type - that is those 

which are part of town planning programmes aimed at bringing 

about decongestion and a more rational siting of existing 

industries - has been,  both from the structural and organisa- 

tional viewpoint, the most difficult to achieve.    The develop- 

ment of such zones has been and still is slower than that of 

other zones, probably because there was less urgency in setting 

them up. 

(i)    The number of economic sectors in which "motive"  industries - 

can b    set up - that is,  industries able to attract sponta- 

neously around thtm a certain number of small-scale and medium 

sized industries - is small, and the establishment of subcon- 

tracting relationships is not always easy to achieve. 

;}.    The above conclusions are not intended to give the impression that 

the first of the two basic opinions is entirely mistaken and that prospects 

of success lie only with the second.    It should b« recognized that, at 

least until now,   the establishment of la-gc-  A ¡a i Uò trial flints  ID  ì acne 

where the economic and social environment is really depressed, has not led 

to further industrialization as fully or rapidly as theory would lead one 

to expect. 
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v.  LOCATION OF imam ZONKS n TH* «^OH» 

UP to now,   the results of the experience of industrial z„„      , 
«e^iorno to,e been examined with reference to thesu   iI    t   / 

stories in certain localities.   The experience wi1 2     til i " 

io respect of the influence „hich the «ethical loca to   0 T     """^ 
*d upon the establishment „ nev Industries     LocatiTl! 1 """ '"' 

i° ^ asrieuxtural enviant, in the vie^ y       ^£17 "" ^ 
interest to tourism. P and in area8 of 

(a)    The existence of a large centra ^f r,•, i  *.. 

nity -T an industrial ,one is,  fl ^*Z^". «T ^^ V'Cl" 
*ctor than would appear at first glance     „hte . "" '"P°rt*" 
is not a„tc«tlc.Uy found n«r .1   C . TT " tatotel*11-*t<- 
«• . variety of reasons, not all   f «f!h ' ""^ *" "-U* 
to potenti.! industrialist" "' e00D0Bl°' "» "°" '"~ 

However, there are strong reason    r• .«„ 
sti«„i-<      v., reasons,  for any government interested in 
stilting baUnced industrial development in all region, of th.        ! 
folic* a policy aimed in some way or other at di *' %° 
of industries near the Urge centre   2Tat     ^^^ ** •«*"—* 

It «y he said that/Lcl        "   * "^ ^ 

-r Urge population ce t t^IT' t """ " ^^ "~ .ith., ,• < , w.. i. not advisable.   Two cases my be considerad- 

U at iv     ,"*?" t0 '" * " "^ — — " •»"«in. new 
initiativ., in th. vicinity of a lar«, city .her, th.r. 1. Ur«dy T— 
proc... of industrialization: or   if th.,. , „ *******     "aatmmau 

it,, v..     . '»won, or, if th.« 1. n.«d to .tiswlat. nev initiativ.. 
Itu b.tw to ..tabUsh th. .on. at a di.t»c. frc th. u*» „ntr..^ 
bo» far, will „idantly vary according to th. circu«.Unc... 

tion clr^/?"1 r"'0n ** ""^ lndU"ri11 — — ^ Po- tion cntr.. V i. th. n..d to „locate .„.tin. industry ..tabuLnt in 

  w *reft8i industrial expansion vaere suffici«nt 

5/ 
Apart frcm "demonstration" industrial estât«, «v» _n MWlw' "ta tes for «Mil-scale industria«. 
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space is not to be found within the town, and so on. The most interesting 

examples of industrial zones or estates which fulfill these requirements 

are not to be found in the Mezzogiorno, nor elsewhere in Italy but, as far 

as riurope is concerned, in Great Britain. 

Several industrial zones in the Mezzogiorno are situated near important 

population centres. The following examples relate to "areas of industrial 

development": 

Industrial Area Population 196^ 
~~~~" (principal town} 

Rome 2,500,000 
Latina 56,000 
Naples 1,220,000 
Bari ¿29,000 
Palermo 622,000 
Cagliari 200,000 
Salerno 151,000 
Pescara 100,000 

(b) The establishment of industrial sones io regions whose economy is 

structurally and traditionally agricultural is certainly a difficult project 

and, in soste ways, a dangerous one in view of the social disturbance that 

such aones usually produce. An agricultural environment does not by itself 

constitute an attraction for new industries and there is a risk in investing 

in infra-structure which is not very productive. The best chances of success 

would be in localities where there are prospects for the establishment of 

transforming local agricultural products. 

(c) The vicinity of industrial zones to important and well-equipped 

seaports is a considerable attraction for the establishment of certain indus- 

tries, especially those which receive their raw materials wad export their 

finished products by sea. The vicinity of an airport v-th irequent and 

regular air servce connecting major centres at home aod abroad, or the vici- 

nity of important highways, are a greater stimulus than proximity to a port. 

(d) The presence of tourist attractions near an industrial zone may 

play both a positive and a negutive role. On the one hand, whare tourist 

facilities are well developed they can be attractive to businessmen, quit« 

apart from any economic reason. On the other hand, the interference *nd 

possible conflict between industrial and tourist activities are only too obvious« 
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lu such circum.t.„c„ th. «trtUí« „f M industrlsl ^ u a(¡vis<ibie 

.ti      ? P,lant" "* " SaM  UOtan0e frm *- tOUrl" *»"* - » »„ •void «, «.„urtu effect8 a8 dijfiguremnt of ^ , 

~t~poUutioo, ^ *. like.   „,. IMe ,houU homver be e;ioca;j^ 

U» Actory worker, can ewlly Md quickly get to it. 



VI.    PRICE OF LAND AND COST OF LAND IMPROVEMENT AS FACTORS 

AFFECTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRIAL PLANT 

What influence does the availability at a reasonable price of land 

provided with infra-structure have on the decision of entrepreneurs to esta- 

blish themselves in a certain locality ? 

The answer to this question is important since it permits to draw some 

conclusions,  on the one hand, about the limits to the establishment of indus- 

trial zones in developing countries or regions,  and,  on the other hand, about 

the suitability of zones in satisfying the real needs of industrial entrepre- 

neurs. 

In the Mezzogiorno, because of the autonomy of the areas and nuclei, and 

because of local factors,  there are considerable variations in the terms and 

conditions on which land is offered.    Terms and conditions are not only varied, 

they are often "elastic".    For example,  in some  cases the authorities respon- 

sible for industrial zones quote an "official" price and at the same time 

indicate che y are quite ready to bargain cr may even offer the land free 

when it is required for seme important industry or one that offers steady 

employment for a large number of local workers.    Such lack of fixed standard 

price for land obviously makes ic much more difficult to arrive at conclusions 
6/ of general validity. -' 

In this respect, the experience of the Mezzogiorno seems to indicate that: 

(a) As far as industry is concerned,  the price of land in zones offering 

infra-structure facilities equal to those in possible alternative locations, 

does not seem to be a decisive factor in the choice of one or another site. 

One explanation is that the cost of land usually accounts for a very small part 

of the total investment of an industrial establishment. 

(b) The relative indifference of economic operators to the cost of land 

is evidenced,  in particular, when there is a choice between alternative loca- 

tions at a distance from each other.   As a rule,   it is not the cost of the land 

that influences the decision but quite different factors - vicinity of ports, 

airports, major highways, proximity to large consumer markets and to large 

6/ 
To give an example of conuitions at the time of writing, prices for land 
equipped with basic infra-structure (roads, electric power, water, sewage, 
etc.), in nuclei where development did not require much work, range from 
about U.S. 50 cents a square metre in the industrial nucleus of Frosinone 
about forty miles from Rome, to about $¿.00 a square metre in the 
nucleus of Reggio Calabria. 

industrial  I _J 
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cities where employees would like to live and nth 

sones located close t0 each other   the     J
1^ ^ '» - -rial 

case since there are *> of . K ^      l8 can often be the ere are i9  of 8uch Projects for the recion) th»n •». 
difference in the price of UnH    ». region;, then the smallest 

daries of an industrial ,nno o „  * outside the boun- «-» o„»r n e ivrrn a ^ °f *• ** re"°n ^ «** «- 
». explanation i. partly psychological.   Once the choice of a l„ « 

IMS been nade, the purchase of l.n^ •. location 
even a —i,        < C•" * 8trlctl*r «hancial „atter and 

LI *T   , 8 My ÎÏPMr ^0rtant *° «» <*«««•   Moreover, L. 
payment for land is the first of the expense, th. operator ha. to LJL 

of antZt1!' r** " UPP<M *"* in Ml,0tl0i ' W" °f ^ »«.id. of an indu.tri.1 zone hecaus. of th. „all „nng tttaeiti, „„ 

oes not U*e into account further more import.« expendio.. he^tlcur 

for example major „or* and expenditure on infra-.tructur. .hieh^L   h.       ' 

>een assured to him in the industria! ,on. on better term. " nTcost 

(c)    The existence in the same area of differ.»*     < 
for induatr^i i    * < different prices and conditions 

industrial land is often a factor which disconcerts and repels the 
operator who would prefer a fair fixed price so that h ^^ tbe 

face th« •«KI        , Umt he would Q0t o«ve to 

1   T r   M      MDy Cb0lCe" ,0r ^ *~ ^«^ristic. are more or 

to fix standard prices for land ^..4 1     4 4   , *»"••!•«•. 

well-defined casL. ' *° """ ^^^ ^" lB 

is no!'' tT* t0 "'"" i'"iU'trlM *" "" *"° '-""-structure 
is not yet av.ia.Ue hut i. only pianned or under construction «y h. LL 
dangerous and may produce the opposite effect to •».. K     , 
the operator i. „o,     . Miosite effect to that hoped for.   Quite rightly, 

t»o tl I ed tD Utat *• COOdlUOn 0f — — «" ». i" 
U nov "" yMr"   " "°" t0 *"" -* «* »-"*• «» «» «on. 
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(e) When a central or local authority selects a tract of land for an 

industrial zone, it is essential that it should takeinto account the type, 

ownership and cost of land and the cost of providing infra-structure. 

Part of the difficulties encountered in establishing efficient industrial 

zones in the Mezzogiorno has been due to the fact that before setting these 

up,  no consideration has been given to whether there was land belonging to 

the local authorities (communes or provinces), which these could offer free 

to the consortium responsible for the administration of the zone, or whether, 

as has happened in a great number of cases, land bad to be bought or expro- 

priated frcrn local owners.   All this creates serious legal and financial 

problems and, above all, delays the initiation of the project. ¿ 

V     In some areas of the Mezzogiorno, because of this, very expensive land 
bad to be expropriated since it bad been valued as agricultural land 
and therefore ¿Landed a high price.   This obviously **^~£2*' 
eussions on. the final cost and hence en the price of the land offarad 
the entrepreneurs. 
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VII.    ATTITUD* OF ENTREPRIS TOWARD INDlßTRIAL ^ „ ^ ^^ 

ACCORDING TO SIZE OF INDUSTRIES AND ORIGIN 

OF THE INDUSTRIALISTS 

What I». been in general the attitude of entrepreneurs towards Industrial 
-es m the „e^lorno ,   Io in„uer ^ ^^ ^ ^ Ul 

»de according to the six, of the industrial underpin« and the origin . 
local, northern or foreign - of the entrepreneurs. 

The attitude of entrepreneurs and «nager, of large enterprises recentlv 
established in the Mezzogiorno is ,o.tly crltlcal, ^ ¿^ « ^ 

exceptions.   The following are the «in critici«» which they Mke. 

(»)   Ih, existence of the industrial son* i8 due to the fact that v, 
established our factories there. 

(b) Often our group has had to carry out or finance, at least by arcing 

the funds, the construction of the indispensable infra-structure 
which should have been provided by the industrial zone. 

(c) We are continually under pressure, either during the ti«« we 

were building our factories or when we were operating them, to 

aake use of local individual, or businesses.   We cannot submit 

to such pressures because we must run our business on strictly 

economic lines and in accordance with our own views, without any 
outside interference. 

We cannot concern ourselves directly with the creation and develop- 

ment of small or medium industries around our plant.   If such indus- 

tries establish themselvc, and can offer us good terms, we can make 

use of them or sell them our products.    Otherwise we will continue 

to deal with concerns outside the nucleus or area or sell our products 

outside the territory in accordance with the above-mentioned criteria. 

We have no special interest in determining what particular service. 

the industrial zone can offer us, since the very size of our under- 

takings calls for a high level of self-sufficiency in many operation, 

such as transport, catering, sanitation, maintenance, and so on. 

The attitude of medium-sized and small-scale entrepreneurs, by contrast, 

seems to be favourable to industrial zones.   They too, however, have some 

criticisms to make about certain features that they consider to be unsatisfac- 

tory - such as delays in providing the promised infra-structure, deficiencies 

(d) 

(e) 
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in seme servi.es,   difficulties  iti establishing  relations, as had originally 

been noped  for,   with the large   industries  in tne  locality,  and  long-drawn 

procedures  for getting the land assigned to them.    Many of them wish there 

were better and more services over and above provision of improved land. 

The  other  important distinction in the attitude of entrepreneurs with 

regard to industrial zonet, is whether the pei sons concerned are local entre- 

preneurs,   entrepreneurs from northern Italy,  or  foreign investors. 

The local entrepreneurs  seem in general to be  favourable to toe tones 

and willing to settle there,  in particular to transfer there existing enter- 

prises.    They are almost always  fairly small businessmen. 

The attitude of industrialists from northern Italy varies very consi- 

derably, according to the zone  in which they are established.    Some show 

enthusiasm for the transfer into the zone, others regret the decision.    Their 

attitude depends upon differences in efficiency and standards of organisation 

of the zone.   This also affects the attitude of prospective occupants con- 

templating establishment in a zone. 

In general,  the attitude of foreign entrepreneurs passes through two 

successive phases.    The first is one of disillusionment with the environment, 

the procedures,  the commercial and work customs which are different from 

those of their country of origin; the second phase is largely favourable 

especially because those responsible for industrial zones generally giv« 

foreign operators particularly good treatment and conditions. 
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mi.   MxioML AM imammL CO-OPEKATIO» A» «HMCAL ASSISTA«« 

OF N£W FACTORIES IN THE MEZZOGIORNO 

.n i JT l8tÌtUt° Per 1,AS8iSteQZa all° Svi^PP° -1 Mezzogiorno (lASM) is 
•o Italian organization which provides technical assistance for th^V 
aent of induatrial zones and the establish»^    , GlOP" ne establishment of new industries. 

to «ttaulat« .etico IB Ittóy and «brad for .tt•„.< *"">••••    "rat, 

«din« ...i.u.,0. to «h, con.om. in ..ttlng „„ ^1" * Pr°' 

«-1-U-1. Jurldu.1( n.ca «d «n.r prt L  LTL ;:ctur,i' 

vork for ««„ „ lndu.tr!.., to ^r„„ ^ „ »     ~" 
Mur., ud .o on.   In doini thl.   it a«.. _ , entrare- 
•utonoKjr or th« eonsoru. 

lAai i. a UgM privata body, but it. ai.« Mt «^^ 
organi«« with vhicn it is ,1M(!lâ^ .„„   »., v 

y public-    The 
it. «.~*< »Mociatad and which contributa financially to 

Pront mod ita wrvlc. are by and large free of charge. 
*t»r. ha. aiwys DM0 . Uvely ^ countries i» th. 

ri.nc. of laduatrialiiation of the n..^.^ ««»trie, in the e*pe- 
undertak.* tn .,M        «• *««<*iorno «id the co-ordinated effort unaerxaJten to achieve it.   It is miv —,.-.,* i   *w .. 

*"* recently that concrete international 
coUaooimtiOB v., given to thü effort     w«.   , , "^ 
l««..    «•*      -w effort.   Financial assistance in the form of 
leans either froa the World Bank or th« »•„,.„«.., T 
ml pft„^K ^      „ « «w* or the European Investment Bank has been a 

^no ^e, on the «thodology of the industrialisation procea. and 
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One  international co-operation project which aimed, among other things, 

at localizing part of the industrialization process, was begun some years 

ago in Sardinia, through the establishment of a so-called "pilot-zone" for 

integrated development.    It was carried out chiefly as an experiment by OECE - 

today Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.    But the most 

consistent results of this experience - which are still valid t«day - have 

been more in the artisan sector than in industry properly speaking. 

(¿ulte different is the present programme undertaken under the sponsor- 

ship of the European Economic Community for the creation in the Mezzogiorno 

of a real "development pole"  in the Puglia region.   A consulting group, 

"Italconsult Company", carried out a very thorough study in which all the 

resources and the geographic»! and socio-economic characteristics of the 

"pole", which comprises the three major centres of Bari, Brindisi   and 

Taranto, were fully examined.   A certain number of "motive" industries which 

could be profitably located In the pole were selected.   A detailed programa* 

was drawn up for each industry, which sets forth the fundamental economic 

and technical factors on the basis of which entrepreneurs may arrive at well- 

considered Judgements.   A practical search has been carried out on an inter- 

national scale by the interested industrial groupa to implement the programme 

and its passage frcm study to the operational phase is imminent. 

This is the first practical industrialization experiment to be carried 

out in the Mezzogiorno with international support.   It is evidently too early 

to make now a forecast of its results.   But it is certain that these will be 

of high value for developing countries all over the world and the developments 

over the next few years will be of interest. 
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IX.    CCWCLUBIOie 

T»* experience of the Mezzogiorno, both positive and ^^n, my 

r^ r^r*to countriM wbere •*-* - -^«"*«-- - «t too dlMWtar.   Though adaptation. «* aodification. are nece.sary on 
account of the extreae variety of local tí regional situation., .«e Ion 
elusi«, drawn fro. that experience «ay be valid elsewhere. 

These conclusion, and suggestions, .cm, of which have been hinted at 
earlier, axe now .unaarised. 

<%)     ñmXmUQat **—• Politicai »nd iadu.trl»l   „4^^ 

». ..tabli.h*rnt of industrial «one. require, technical and 
.concie action which, to the aaxi*. .xtent p0iilbl##  ^ 
politioal interference. 

It i. only too true that in .any developing countries - and even the 
•or. »dvaaced econome, are not free frc it . there i. a tendency for too 

«ich politic, to be .i«d u* with economic.   This i. often .o in the case 

of industrial .one. both a. regard, their organisation aad their operation. 

It i. hardly necessary to aay that .«eh a .ituation should be avoids 
wherever poa.ibl..   Indu.tr ial aone. should be built and operated without 
»olitici pressure or interference, on the sol. basi, of technical and 

•concie criteria.   <*ly thu. can on. b. «ur. that the sone. will gain and 

»total, the confidence of local operator, and of tao- frc outside.   Such 

confidence i. indispensable if the ..taf. are to achieve their objectives. 

Maturili* this do., not a« that the industrial «on. should be . um 

of   mw within a .tat." a. far a. it. organisation and activity are conerà 
ttat i., an entity not subject to general political direction.   But it do.. 
•••» that central and local political authority. .hould not in any way 
iaplnge upon the .tructure and operation of the son«. 

(*)    ««aber of .on.. 

Attention ha. been drawn earlier to the uada.irability of a prolife- 
ration of industria son., in the Messogiorno.   ene can new caution too ««a» 

•ftim propagai, to incr.a- in a given ar« the nua*.r of indugiai son.., 
oft«, a. a result of irrational political pressures,   laturally, the ncber 
of son., can he r.a.onably arrived at only on the basi, of survey, of the 
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special situation m each country or region,   such as the extent of the terri- 

tory,  the possible alternative  sites  in relation to natural resources, major 

communication networks,  and so on.    It may often be preferable,  within certain 

limits,   to risk turning down seme quite productive project,   than to invest in 

infra-structure and create superfluous organisms which only confuse and dis- 

courage  the operator without helping him in making his choice. 

('-*)    Choice  of location for industrial  zones 

It is impossible to dictate a priori the theoretical and absolute 

criteria for the choice of location of industrial zones.    It is better, at 

least in the beginning,  for the governments and agencies concerned,  to try to 

conform as far as possible to the natural tendencies of industrial concentra- 

tion,  than to attempt to force the preference of the operators,  except in 

obvious cases where this may result in economic, demographic and other dis- 

tortions.    If,   for example, entrepreneurs show a clear preference for a certain 

large population centre, an attempt should be made to set up an industrial 

zone, certainly not in the urban perimeter of such a town - this might cause 

insuperable problems of town planning - but not too far away. 

The situation is naturally different when there is more than one zone 

and there is a stated intention to scatter industrial location, or when alter- 

native locations are suggested by the existence of certain raw materials,  such 

as mineral   and agricultural products,  or by power in the neighbourhood.    In 

such cases some amount of "compulsion" disregarding the spontaneous preference 

of the entrepreneurs,  is advisable.    This may succeed, however,  only if what 

is offered is not only land with basic infra-structure but also certain other 

indispensable services - such as workers' housing,  shopping centres,  schools, 

and the like.    In the absence of these,   the econcmic advantages due to the 

establishment of industrial enterprises would run the risk of being cancelled 
out by fairly serious social disadvantages. 

M    Choice  of administrators and managers of industrial zones 

When choosing the men responsible for setting up and operating 

industrial zones, it shoulu nut be forgotten that the tasks they have to 

perform are extremely uelicate and the problems facing them - legal,  econcaic, 
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technical,  and organizationai-are very complex     w•    • 
~~ or„ lndustrlal 20ne Ues ¿j£¿ : • r-;the 

who will direct it      T« T+  •> , <-ooice oí  the men liect xt-    In Italy,   selection has freauentlv h0       •   « 
Political considerations ana the importaDce 0   "' " * 

in Italy that lt has been ^ subJect Qf ,     ^^   ~      ° •*«*, «t 

- * c-1«. of Miaisters for tie n:: :, t:::2 r..i;r
ident 

necessity for consortia which are public belies to use their .» LIT 

•ea who are aware of the novelty and new »pint wbich ,„,„,        ,„      ,Uallfled 

- «he „e^•.    a ^ ^  ^ ^.^   ^       £ *~ 
mistake of puttinc at th*. haaA ~* oaroful 

puling at the head of organizations which have to Derfn• *   , 

pledge   „en who My be Ulustrlou8 ln ^ ^ « 

the specific qualifications for such tasks". 

It .nay he said    that „nly rarely have Mn with special indu.tri.1 «... 
lence been appointed in the industrial «, of the „.„giorno,  tit 

een a negative factor which in .«. C1.e. has n* portant repercussion 
ince the puhlic official, and politici«, .ho have g,nerally ,1 I. 

L red   T i ^        " eMrgy' "* *"«"—• * J«^».« re- 

ír   he     M< COntÍCt """ "* VMW °f indU8trï • "toth~ l° «• »-«t. or the public .ector - see«, therefore to be aost advisable. 
(e)    "* "»» «* »ddit.lon.1 fad,».. »„ ,ra,ot. ,„,„ „...,__ 

The experience gained seem, to .how that the e.t.bli.h.nt of 
industrial .ones offering proved land on good ter«, is not In lt..lf, 

ti« of faeton«, anu to attract new initiativ., fro. out.Id.. 

To achieve thi., the following condition. .pn„r to be ».c.«r», 

lndu.tri.1 .one. would function »or. effectively if «di«..^ 
lndu.trl.. badly .lt.d in nearby locanti.. «, wlahing to exp«d «r. 
transferred to the zones. 

of local •TrUì t0°" W0U" 'timÚ*U *• ««"—* - -MM. of local «-U..C.1. lniMtti„ lt> tïtrt ^ ^ ^ lnftm.itructurgj 
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essential services were offered,  especially ready-to-use standard factories 
and industrial extension services. 

Industrial zones would effectively attract new initiatives freo 

other regions or from abroad if competition by other communes or territorial 

bodies offering zones.,   sites and other inducements, were appreciably reduced; 

and if special advantages,  such as tax concessions, credit facilities and 

other  incentives were made available exclusively to the  industries which 
establish themselves on the industrial zone. 

In the absence of seme or all of these conditions, it is unlikely that, 

especially today when international competition is on the increase, the esta- 

blishment of industrial zones of the traditional type would be sufficient to 

induce a steady flow of new industries from outside into the zones. 

(f)    Legal and financial structure of the zones 

It has been mentioned earlier that,   in the Mezzogiorno,  the consortia 

setting up industrial areas and nuclei are public entities organized in 

collaboration with local territorial bodies - communes, provinces and in 

some case regions.    In the North of Italy there are privately-sponsored 

zones.    In other countries,  the organization of industrial estates, parks 

and areas «ries considerably:  some are privately-sponsored, prof it-motivated 

ventures;  other are private but seek objectives of public interest and are 

usually closely linked with the competent public administration.; some private 

companies have investments guaranteed by contributions and long-term loans 

frcm Ministries which exercise various kinds of control over the estates, 

even to nominating directors and so on;  seme estates have a mixed (public and 
private)  organization;  others are purely public bodies .-^ 

The following conclusions are suggested by the experience in the Mezzogiorno: 

-   Public sponsorship and organization has some advantages,  in particular 

the fact that the zone does not serve the special interests of some individual 

enterprise, but also seme important disadvantages such as possibility of local 

or central political interference, dead-weight of bureaucracy lengthy proce- 
dures,  and the like. 

0/ 
See    United Nations    Industrial Estates: Police«, PI 

t ^t'r AD&lysia oi' ln^^<"ntLJ«Eai    is (Sales MO.: 
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„iíht"   *"" SPODSOred by Prmte CMfMI" "°^ i" th. public interest 
might often be a good formula. 

-   Financing of the zones should not be limited to land acquisition and 

infra-structure „ork but should also be made available for management 2,2. 

*   *•PeCla11' in * *•*W«. «gion,  it is very unlikely that sufficient 
«-.cui resources would be available locally . at least for infra-structur 

work; -consequently,  the financial intervention of the State is almost inevi- 

-   On the other hand, „hen the State finances the „hole operation, in 
part cu lar through grants,  there is a ria* of perpetuating or 

the tendency to „ait for outside help „„ich is 8o ce•, in depressed areas. 

Since the conscious and active participation of loca! interests 1. indi», 

pensable, it is useful, „henever posslbl,,  to provide at least a part of 

for which the management of the zoo, would, be re.pon.ibl« and which should 

b« repaid out of revenue, coning frc the operation of th« »one. 

<8)   Pr°t»fi">°» to attract new Industri«, to th„ ,.•.. 

When tber« are several industrial sones m . country or region, 

care should be taken that propaganda in the country or .brotó .hould not b. 

undertaken by any one zone on its own.   Publicity should be co-ordinaUd 

between all the lndu.tri.1 zone, to avoid conning the .«„preneur.. 

Any form of propaganda to attract industries to a given zone - publica- 

tion., pamphlet., leaflet., meetings,  contact, with operator, by «all or in 

per.on, convene, and ,o on - should contain information on th. cbaract«. 

ri.tics of the zone,  such a. geographical portion, proximity to highway., 

technical and economic advantages, existing infra-.tructur«, r«.ourc. of 

power, raw material.,  skilled workers, training .Cool., and so on.   If 

possible,  information should be given on the indu.trl.1 enterprise, already 

established and the productive sectors which would se.m to be most suifd 

to the zone.   Above all reference should b« a^. to th. market, on which th. 

Product, may be .old.   Qen.r.l information is usel... and has «v.n an oppo.lt. 

effect to that hoped for.   The special advantag,., «xi.ting or potential, in 

th« country or r.gion and which apply to th« «nfrprla«. „ttlag up m th. 
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zone should be stateu realistically,   so as  to avoid creating illusions or 

making promises  that cannot be  fulfilled. 

Propaganda will be all the more effective if concrete projects are 

thoroughly worked out  for specific industries which could be set up  in a 

zone;   such projects could be submitted to local, national or foreign groups 

already operating in that particular industrial sector.    They can be prepared 

without excessive cost when they concern small-scale and medium-3ized enter- 
prises but not large industries. 

(h)    Promotion of small-scale industries 

In any country, many small-scale  industries are characterized by 

their structural and organizational weakness, and by the strong individualism 

of their owners-managers, which makes it difficult for them to collaborate 

with other industrialists, even though there is great need for such co- 
operation. 

A fully-equipped industrial estate offers good oppc   «unities for over- 

coming these disadvantages.    It enables small enterprises to benefit from a 

rational organization of their productive activities and frcm co-operation 

with other enterprises  in the same or connected sectors. 

Some of the more  important features of such an industrial estate are 
as follows: 

- Construction of "standard factories",  or blocks  of industrial 

buildings with individual units separated by easily removable prefabricatsd 
partitions. 

- Provision of ccmmon productive services for small and medium industries, 

such as ««rehousing,  repair shop,  test laboratory, joint use of machinery, 

rental of machinery,  specialized training for workers,  and so on. 

- Provision of ancillary services which are equally important,   such 

as transport, catering,   creche and schools  for the workers1  children, meeting 
halls and club3,  health centres,  and so on. 

- Provision of common services for the commercial operations of small- 

scale industries, such as joint exhibitions of products, Joint publicity and 

salesmen, emmon procurement, and so on. 

- Advisory Bervi vX's on ttchiiM.-il,  organizational,   uccin.-ivial,   finan- 
çai and  legal matters,   and tax consultancy. 
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An almost unlimited range of facilities and services of this type may 

be provided m industrial estates.    As a rule, not all the necessary services 

can be provided from the outset,  nor  is it advisable to do so without having 

first carried out surveys of needs and possibilities, and explored the poten- 

tial for co-operation between industries.    It is certain, however,  that the 

grouping of a number of enterprises in the same locality and in rationally 

designed buildings, apart from other obvious advantages, can facilitate 

co-operation betweea individual productive units.    Today, such co-operation 

and/or provision of services and assistance which small enterprises cannot 

provide for themselves is a fundamental condition of their development, espe- 
cially in developing countries. 

Su-ß services are usuful not only for small-scale industries but also 

for artisan industries.   In many developing countries   where arti^ activities 

are c com on, industrial estates could set aside special space and buildings 
for them. 

In this connexion it should be noted that small industries and art.san 

workshops situated in the central ione of cities   are frequently irrationally 

organised, unhygienicand have to meet high costs and rents.   The transfer of 

such workshops into industrial estates offering decent accommodation at a 

modest price can often be the only means of eliminating factory problems in 
the city. 

(i)   Coapleaentary relations between large and small industries 

Some reference has already been made to the technical, orga- 

nisational and psychological obstacles   to the establishment of complementary 

relations between large and small industries.   It may be of Interest to men- 

tion here an initiative which has recently been taken in the Mezzogiorno, as 

an experiment.   It is the formation of what is called u "sub-contractors' 

exchange", on the modal of those set up in France and in some other developing 

European countries, such as Spain and Greece.   An exchange is basically an 

information centre which can be used by til industrial enterprises - especially 

in the engineering sector - of a certain territory for placing and receiving 

orde» for the supply of mechanical parts or for the use, for a certain number 

of days or hours, of certain machinery. 
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The exchance facilitates the establishment of subcontracting relations 

between small and medium enterprises and, whenever possible, between small 

and large enterprises. The experiment under voy in the Mezzogiorno is con- 

ducted by the consortia sponsoring industrial zones in certain regions, in 

particular in the Puglie. It is intended to prcmote closer and continuous 

relations between enterprises established within and just outside the 

estate. — 

'¿I  A comprehensive study of subcontracting as a means of *£^¿£ 
scale industries in the developing countries will be published oy toe 

United flatxone in ly6? /Editor's note7- 






